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The Making of a Border



1776 – The United States is Born
Treaty of Paris 1783 Establishes First US Border



Westward Expansion – 1783-1853



Adams-Onis Treaty 1819



Mexico Wins Independence 1821



US Immigration to Mexico



TEXAS



US Mexican War 1846-1848



The Final Acquisition - 1853





History of Immigration
Mexico to US



Mexican Migrant Labor 1850-1880



The “Era of the Enganche”
1882-1920

• The “Hook”
• Active US 

recruitment of 
Mexican workers



¡Viva la revolución!  1910



Refugees from war 1910-1920



1917 – World War I
Labor shortages in US 



The “Flood Tide” 1920’s



First Border Patrol - 1924

Role was to interrupt the flow of alcohol during prohibition



The Great Depression – 1929
The “Era of Deportations”



1942 - World War II
Labor Shortages – yet again



Bracero Accord - 1942



Operation Wetback 
1954





End of Bracero Program 1964
• 1964: First numerical limits on legal immigration 

from Mexico
• Advent of the maquiladora (sweat shops) when 

numbers of workers decreased

• 1979:  Only 1,725 work visas issued
• Compared to 438,000 in 1959



“Era of Undocumented Workers”  
1965-1986

• Demand for workers continued, but supply dried up
• Subsequent increase in undocumented workers
• Entries offset by departures



Immigration Reform & Control Act 1986
Start of the “Era of Repression”

• Rising border enforcement
• Harsher anti-immigrant policies
• Lower wages

• Results of militarization of the border:
• Deterrence of undocumented migrants from 

heading north
• Paradoxical effect of reducing the rate of 

return of those already north of the border



Effects of NAFTA - 1994
• Increase in 

maquiladoras

• Increase in 
migration from 
rural Mexico



Effects of 9/11
• Further tightening of border to prevent entry of 

terrorists

• Reduced the “back and forth” of illegal 
immigration further, resulting in longer stays of 
migrants and “settling out”.



Recent 
Demographics





13.2%

2014



















The Myth of the Mexican Immigrant #1

Mexicans are surging across the US Border.



Between 2009 and 2014, 1 million 
Mexicans and their families left 
the US for Mexico.

During this same time, an 
estimated 860,000 Mexican 
nationals left Mexico to come to 
the U.S. 

Thus, a smaller number of 
Mexican entered the US than the 
flow of families from the U.S. to 
Mexico.



The Myth of the Mexican Immigrant #2

Mexican immigrants are violent criminals.



Foreign-born individuals exhibit remarkably low levels of 
involvement in crime across their life course.

(Bersani, 2014) 



There is essentially no correlation between immigrants 
and violent crime.    (Spenkuch, 2014) 



“Keeping One’s Nose Down”

Immigrants generally have a 
greater incentive than native-born 
Americans to stay out of legal 
trouble, particularly those who 
are undocumented as they would 
risk deportation. 

Immigrants who are in the US 
legally are required to pass a strict 
criminal background check.



“Immigrants in general — unauthorized 
immigrants in particular — are a self-selected 
group who generally come to the U.S. to work. 
And once they’re here, most of them want to keep 
their nose down and do their business, and 
they’re sensitive to the fact that they’re 
vulnerable.”

Marc Rosenblum, Deputy Director 
U.S. Immigration Policy Program at the Migration Policy Institute



The Myth of the Mexican Immigrant #3

Mexican immigrants are stealing jobs.



Different Types of Jobs



Do native-born Americans want those jobs?



“I’m here to tell you right now, the jobs my guys do, they’re not 
taking them from anybody because there’s nobody that would do 
the jobs my guys do. I don’t care if you’re growing pickles or 
whatever; nobody here is going to pick pickles … you just cannot find 
anybody local that can do that. And these people have such a desire, 
because this is the land of opportunity.”     ~Michigan Farmer





Looking Toward the Future
• The number of U.S. natives without a high school 

education is declining. The share of immigrants with < 
high school education is increasing. 

• By 2022, 4 million additional low-skilled jobs will be 
needed for the US job market. Native-born workers are 
increasingly expected to fill higher-skill jobs. 

• Economic research indicates that 1,000 new immigrants 
to a US Metropolitan Area generate approximately 1,200 
new local jobs—a 1.2 increase. 



The Myth of the Mexican Immigrant #4

Mexican immigrants are draining 
public resources.





Native-born Americans aren’t paying for public resources for  
immigrants as much as immigrants are contributing to a 
welfare system that many of them are unable to take 
advantage of.

The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 
Reconciliation Act of 1996 cut back on welfare extended to 
immigrants. 

• Green card holders and refugees granted asylum as 
“qualified” 

• All other immigrants—including undocumented workers 
are deemed as “not qualified” and therefore ineligible for 
welfare. 

• The law requires even qualified immigrants had to spend 
five years in the US before they could apply for benefits 
like Medicaid, food stamps, or cash assistance for families 
with children.



According to the Social Security 
Administration, undocumented immigrants 

paid $13 billion in payroll taxes into the Social 
Security Trust Fund.



Undocumented immigrants pay billions 
of dollars in taxes each year.

• Undocumented immigrants pay sales taxes, 
just like every other consumer in the United 
States. 

**More than half of undocumented 
immigrants have federal and state income, 
Social Security and Medicare taxes 
automatically deducted from their paychecks

*However, they are NOT eligible for any of the 
federal or state benefits that their tax dollars 
help to fund.



The Institute for Taxation and Economic 
Policy (ITEP) estimates that in 2010 
households headed by undocumented 
immigrants paid 10.6 billion in state and 
local taxes in 2010.

--$1.2 billion in personal income taxes
-- $1.2 billion in property taxes
-- $8.1 billion in sales taxes



Vulnerable Populations
General Hispanic in US
• 23.5% of Hispanic 

households are below 
the poverty level
• Least likely group within 

the US to be uninsured
• Only 2 in 3 Hispanics 

complete high school
• Almost 1 in 3 speak 

English “less than very 
well”

Undocumented Mexicans
• Majority are confined to 

low-wage jobs
• No access to education
• No access to health 

insurance
• Subject to unscrupulous 

employers
• Subject to open hostility
• Live in isolation (fear)



Don’t deport my parents
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jjjX-dOBAc&t=7s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jjjX-dOBAc&t=7s


Muchas Gracias
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